
The Winery

Dürnberg in the picturesque village of Falkenstein is managed by winemaker Christoph Körner together with his friends and business 
partners Matthias Marchesani and Georg Klein. „The three from Dürnberg“ are true wine enthusiasts and therefore constantly aim at 
the creation of wines with strong character that unite the traditional and the modern in a refined, sophisticated way.
The mixture of limestone and loam comprise the typical wine soil – the terroir - of the region. Elegance, complexity on the palate and 
cool minerality are rooted here.
No matter which measures are taken in the vineyards, the sustainable use of natural resources is at the forefront of Dürnberg´s care. As 
every detail of the vineyards is known, the team has formulated his own rules of eco-management. Only resources that are permitted for 
“controlled integrated production” are used. Because of this sustainable management, the Dürnberg team is proud of their healthy old 
vineyards with up to 60 years old vines!
Dürnberg Winery is a „Leading Wine Producer“ of the Weinviertel region and certified for its sustainable production.

RIED HOCHECK Pinot Noir Reserve 2017
Origin: lower austria, Austria

Varietal(s): Pinot Noir

Color: Red

Description: Light cherry-red with tan boundaries. Ethereal fruit game of 
rapherries, sour cherries and orange zest. Vital on the palate 
with structured tannins, fruit-aromas and animated resonan-
ce.

Terroir: The high corner of the Rosenberg is in some ways one special 
place and one of the best vineyards. 15 million years ago there 
was the coast of the primal sea Thetys, before the Unfolding 
the alps up the seabed and to the Vineyard. In the upper part 
pervades an oyster bank the present vineyard. Bowls with 5 
cm thickness probably hundreds of years old shells are found 
there. The soil is quite sandy and light, well drained and espe-
cially suitable for sensitive burgundy plants. The Orientation 
to the east-southeast brings the plants the ideal Tanning: 
Warmed up early by the morning sun and in front spared the 
blazing afternoon heat.

Vinification: The wine is deliberately kept in the great tradition of Burgun-
dy. The moderate alcohol content of 13%, the use of the right 
barrels to avoid any overcutting to emphasize Burgundian sty-
le is more like fencing as related to the saber. The wine must 
be delicate and stay elegant, not only impressive but also be 
particularly digestible. Low Yields and selective harvesting are 
clear prerequisites. The Mash is circulated in the tub twice a 
day, after about 10 days gently pressed and in specially for this 
Wine type produced barrels of famous Cooperage Taransaud 

Quality Wine dry Alc.: 13.5 % Vol. Contains Sulphites
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